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The data in this infographic comes from Project Information Literacy’s publications Balancing Act: How College Students 
Manage Technology  While in the Library during Crunch Time and Truth Be Told: How College Students Evaluate and Use 
Information in the Digital Age.  
*
*mode of thinking — about any subject, 
content, or problem — in which the thinker 
improves the quality of his or her thinking 
by skillfully analyzing, assessing, and 
reconstructing it.  
*self-directed, self-disciplined, self-
monitored, and self-corrective thinking.  
*entails effective communication and 
problem-solving abilities 




*Bibliographic Paradigm [Certainty and Order] 
*Finding the answer 
* Information is a thing / Given out 
*Locating a thing 
 
* Information Search Process 1993 
*Constructive Process [Uncertainty and Confusion] 
* Inquiry Method [Users’ structuring information] 
*Guiding a process 
 
 
Kuhthau, Carol Collier.  Seeking Meaning: A Process Approach to Library and 
Information Services.  Libraries Unlimited, London, 2004 
*
* Tool Sequence / Limited Transferability 
* How but not Why 
* Pathfinders 
* Database Tutorials 
 
* Constructionist Process: 6 stages 
* Task Initiation 
* Topic Selection 
* Prefocus Exploration 
* Focus Formulation 
* Information Collection 





*Idea / Discovery Tool / Resources 
 
*
*Focusing the question 
 
















*Wikipedia & Google provided good beginnings 
*Myth 
* Academics Study more granular 
* Psychology –how we use the brain 
* Neurology- how biological systems process reactions to the environment 
*Thesis sentence 
*As we study the brain, we find that the entire brain is involved in 
even the most simple task.  Lets take a closer look at what we 
know. 
* Psychological studies 










* Information Collection 
*Search Closure 
 
*Assignment: Choose a myth 
from the following list and 
describe the search process 
as you identify a facet that 
academic sources can 
inform 
*Starting Points 
*Linking Idea [key words] to 
search engine 
*Scan source of your idea 




*Analyzing an article 
*Who is the author? [Background, vita, where he/she works] 
*What is the main point of the article? [Hint: check the 
abstract & conclusion] 
*How did the author incorporate information into the article 
*How is the article structured? 
*Who’s work is included In the references? 











How information is used 
-Literature Review 
 



















* Information Collection 
*Search Closure 
 
*Assignment: Analyze an 
article, the authority of 
the author and the 
credibility of the sources 
used in the article  
*Close reading of article 
*Biographical information 












*Find Current postings for Jobs 
*Compare with Occupational Outlook Handbook 












* Information Collection 
*Search Closure 
 
*Assignment: Locate a 
career listed in OOH & 
compare job postings with 
analysis of OOH. [Compare 
communities of jobs in 2 
different cities] 
*Evaluating information 





*Locate two opposing viewpoints, identify information 
used to support each position, identify common ideas, 















*Balance environment & 
economy 





















* Information Collection 
*Search Closure 
 
*Carefully read two articles 
*Compare information used 
to support each position 
*Find common issues 
*Use common issues in 
search for additional 
information that can be 
used to bridge the 
differences 
*
*Find an incident in the past six months, and locate 
academic publications that relate to the issues discussed 
in the newspaper article. 
 
 
*Read an article about building 





*Gap | ―Children’s Place‖ 
*Putting the Pieces Together  
Background 
/ Context 




• Scholarly Articles 










Can I Intelligently Talk about my Topic 
What experts say about my Topic 
Highlights for my Topic 
*Structuring my topic 







*American companies get away with exploiting offshore labor 
OR 
*American companies were unaware of poor conditions in offshore 
factories 
*Describing your Search-  





* Central Search: Periodicals 
Select the type of material you 
need to limit results. 
* Central Search: Periodicals 
Select the material that best fits your thesis. 
American companies get away with exploiting 
offshore labor 
* Central Search: Periodicals American companies unaware of poor 
conditions in offshore factories 









* Information Collection 
*Search Closure 
 
*Assignment: Find an article 
in a major newspaper and 
locate three academic 
discussions dealing with an 
aspect of the story. 
*Linking Idea [key words] an 
academic publication 
*Scan source of your idea 
*Focus a thesis statement to 
narrow results & assure 
relevance to your point 
 
*
*analyzing, assessing, and reconstructing it.  
*self-directed, self-disciplined, self-
monitored, and self-corrective thinking.  
*entails effective communication and 
problem-solving abilities 
Critical Thinking Community 
http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/our-concept-and-definition-of-critical-thinking/411 
*




*Link ideas [key words] with discovery tools 
*Dead ends are part of the process 
*No information about an author 
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